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(54) MOTHERBOARD AND OPERATING SYSTEM CAPABLE OF OUTPUTTING IMAGE DATA

(57) A motherboard is capable of outputting image
data and includes an image transmission port, an
on-board video graphics array (VGA) card, a switching
circuit, a control circuit, and a first network connection
port. The image transmission port is configured to receive
an external image signal. The on-board VGA card is con-

figured to provide an internal image signal. The switching
circuit selectively uses the external image signal or the
internal image signal as image data. The control circuit
selectively uses the image data or Ethernet network data
as output data. The first network connection port is con-
figured to transmit the output data.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This Application claims priority of Taiwan Patent
Application No. 108118859, filed on May 31, 2019, the
entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates to a motherboard, and
more particularly to a motherboard that utilizes a network
transmission port to output image data.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] Most of the connection between the current
computer host and the monitor uses a video graphics
array (VGA) cable. In recent years, due to the advance-
ment of imaging technology, the resolution of image sig-
nals is increased. However, the conventional image in-
terface cannot supply the transmission bandwidth of the
high-resolution image signals.
[0004] In general, most of the electronic devices has
an interface which matches a high-definition multimedia
interface (HDMI) standard to transmit the high-resolution
image signals. When the distance between an image
player (e.g., a monitor or a projector) and a computer is
far, the user generally uses a long HDMI transmission
cable to connect the image player and the computer. It
is difficult to manufacture long HDMI transmission cables.
Therefore, the price of the cable increases as the length
of the cable increases. For the user, the price of the cable
is a huge burden.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In accordance with an embodiment of a moth-
erboard is capable of outputting image data and com-
prises an image transmission port, an on-board video
graphics array (VGA) card, a switching circuit, a control
circuit, and a first network connection port. The image
transmission port is configured to receive an external im-
age signal. The on-board VGA card is configured to pro-
vide an internal image signal. The switching circuit se-
lectively uses the external image signal or the internal
image signal as image data. The control circuit selectively
uses the image data or Ethernet network data as output
data. The first network connection port is configured to
transmit the output data.
[0006] In accordance with another embodiment of the
disclosure, a motherboard is capable of outputting image
data and comprises an image transmission port, a control
circuit, and a first network connection port. The image
transmission port is configured to receive an external im-
age signal. The control circuit selectively uses the exter-

nal image signal or an Ethernet network signal as an
output signal. The first network connection port is con-
figured to transmit the output signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The invention can be more fully understood by
referring to the following detailed description and exam-
ples with references made to the accompanying draw-
ings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary em-
bodiment of an operating system, according to var-
ious aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary em-
bodiment of a motherboard, according to various as-
pects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
embodiment of a motherboard, according to various
aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
embodiment of the operating system, according to
various aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary em-
bodiment of a receiver, according to various aspects
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another exemplary
embodiment of the receiver, according to various as-
pects of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention will be described with re-
spect to particular embodiments and with reference to
certain drawings, but the invention is not limited thereto
and is only limited by the claims. The drawings described
are only schematic and are non-limiting. In the drawings,
the size of some of the elements may be exaggerated
for illustrative purposes and not drawn to scale. The di-
mensions and the relative dimensions do not correspond
to actual dimensions in the practice of the invention.
[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of an operating system, according to various
aspects of the present disclosure. The operating system
100 comprises a motherboard 110 and an electronic de-
vice 120. The motherboard 110 is capable of outputting
image data and comprises at least one network connec-
tion port 111. The network connection port 111 is config-
ured to output Ethernet network data DETH or image data
DIM. In this embodiment, the Ethernet network data DETH
and the image data DIM match the same data format,
such as a network transmission format. Therefore, the
network connection port 111 can not only output the Eth-
ernet network data DETH but also output the image data
DIM. For example, when the motherboard 110 operates
in a first mode, the network connection port 111 outputs
the Ethernet network data DETH. When the motherboard
110 operates in a second mode, the network connection
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port 111 outputs the image data DIM.
[0010] In one embodiment, the network connection
port 111 is a RJ45 connector. The number of the network
connection port is not limited in the present disclosure.
In other embodiments, the motherboard 110 may be
comprise two network connection ports. One of the net-
work connection ports is configured to transmit the Eth-
ernet network data DETH, and the other is configured to
transmit the image data DIM. In this case, the data format
of the image data DIM is the same as the data format of
the Ethernet network data DETH.
[0011] In this embodiment, the network cable 130 is
coupled between the network connection port 111 and
the electronic device 120 to transmit the image data DIM
or the Ethernet network data DETH to the electronic device
120. Since the user can utilize the network cable 130 to
transmit the image data DIM and the Ethernet network
data DETH, the user does not need to buy an additional
image transmission cable. Furthermore, since the price
of the image transmission cable is increased with in-
crease of the length of the cable, when the distance be-
tween the motherboard 110 and the electronic device
120 is large, the user can utilize the low-cost network
cable to connect the motherboard 110 and the electronic
device 120. Therefore, the cost of the operating system
is reduced. Additionally, when the motherboard 110 uti-
lizes a single connection port (e.g., 11) to transmit the
image data DIM and the Ethernet network data DETH, the
number of the connection port can be reduced.
[0012] The electronic device 120 operates according
to the image data DIM or the Ethernet network data DETH.
The kind of the electronic device 120 is not limited in the
present disclosure. In one embodiment, the electronic
device 120 is a server 121. In this case, when the server
121 receives the Ethernet network data DETH via the net-
work cable 130, the server 121 transmits data between
the motherboard 110 and an Internet according to the
Ethernet network data DETH.
[0013] In another embodiment, the electronic device
120 is a display device, such as a projector 122. In this
case, when the projector 122 receives the image data
DIM via the network cable 130, the projector 122 projects
an image according to the image data DIM. In this em-
bodiment, the projector 122 comprises a receiver 123.
The receiver 123 receives the image data DIM. The re-
ceiver 123 transforms the image data DIM from a network
transmission format into an image transmission format
and then provides the transformed result matching the
image transmission format to the projector 122. In one
embodiment, the image format matches a high-definition
multimedia interface (HDMI) standard. In other embodi-
ments, the image format matches a digital visual interface
(DVI) standard.
[0014] The location of the receiver 123 is not limited in
the present disclosure. In this embodiment, the receiver
123 is integrated into the projector 122. In other embod-
iments, the receiver 123 may independently locate out-
side of the projector 122. In this case, the receiver 123

transforms the format of the image data DIM and then
provides the transformed image data to the projector 122
via an image transmission cable (not shown).
[0015] In this embodiment, the motherboard 110 fur-
ther comprises an image transmission port 112, an on-
board video graphics array (VGA) card 113, a switching
circuit 114, a control circuit 115 and a network chip 116,
but the disclosure is not limited thereto. In other embod-
iments, the motherboard 110 further comprises various
memories, micro-processors (e.g., CPUs), micro-con-
troller. For brevity, FIG. 1 presents a simplified block di-
agram, in which only the elements and circuits relevant
to the invention are shown. In some embodiment, the
motherboard 110 is disposed in a case (not shown). In
this case, a portion of the network connection port 111
and a portion of the image transmission port 112 are ex-
posed outside of the case such that the user inserts the
network cable 130 and the transmission cable 140 into
the network connection port 111 and the image trans-
mission port 112.
[0016] The image transmission port 112 receives an
external image signal IME via the transmission cable 140.
In other embodiments, the image transmission port 112
utilizes a wireless method to receive the external image
signal IME. The kind of image transmission port 112 is
not limited in the present disclosure. In one embodiment,
the image transmission port 112 is a HDMI port. In an-
other embodiment, the image transmission port 112 is a
DVI port.
[0017] The source of the external image signal IME is
not limited in the present disclosure. In one embodiment,
the external image signal IME is provided by an electronic
device (not shown), such as a mobile phone, a game
console or other devices which can output image. In other
embodiments, the external image signal IME is provided
by a VGA card (not shown) disposed in another mother-
board. The number of the image transmission port is not
limited in the present disclosure. In some embodiments,
the motherboard 110 may comprise more or fewer image
transmission ports to receive different external image sig-
nals.
[0018] The on-board VGA card 113 is configured to
provide an internal image signal IMI. In one embodiment,
the on-board VGA card 113 builds in the motherboard
110, but the disclosure is not limited thereto. In other
embodiments, the motherboard 110 does not comprise
the on-board VGA card 113.
[0019] The switching circuit 114 selectively uses the
external image signal IME or the internal image signal IMI
as the image data DIM. In this embodiment, the switching
circuit 114 selectively outputs the external image signal
IME or the internal image signal IMI according to a selec-
tion signal SSEL1. For example, when the selection signal
SSEL1 is at a first level (e.g., a high level), the switching
circuit 114 serves the external image signal IME as the
image data DIM and provides the external image signal
IME to the control circuit 115. When the selection signal
SSEL1 is at a second level (e.g., a low level), the switching
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circuit 114 uses the internal image signal IMI as the image
data DIM and provides the internal image signal IMI to
the control circuit 115. In other embodiments, when the
motherboard 110 comprises more image transmission
ports, the switching circuit 114 selects one image signal
from various image signals according to the selection
signal SSEL1.
[0020] In one embodiment, the selection signal SSEL1
is provided by a switch SW1. In this case, the user switch-
es the switch SW1 to select the source of the image data.
For example, the image data may be provided from the
image transmission port 112 or the on-board VGA card
113. In one embodiment, the switch SW1 is disposed
outside of the case for users to switch. In other embod-
iments, when the motherboard 110 does not comprise
the on-board VGA card 113, the switching circuit 114 can
be omitted. In this case, the external image signal IME is
directly served as the image data DIM.
[0021] The control circuit 115 selectively uses the im-
age data DIM or the Ethernet network data DETH as output
data SO. In this embodiment, the control circuit 115 se-
lects the image data DIM or the Ethernet network data
DETH according to a selection signal SSEL2. For example,
when the selection signal SSEL2 is at a first level, the
motherboard 110 operates in a first mode. At this time,
the control circuit 115 uses the Ethernet network data
DETH as the output data SO and outputs the Ethernet
network data DETH via the network connection port 111.
When the selection signal SSEL2 is at a second level, the
motherboard 110 operates in a second mode. In this
mode, the control circuit 115 uses the image data DIM as
the output data SO and outputs the image data DIM via
the network connection port 111.
[0022] In one embodiment, the selection signal SSEL2
is provided by a switch SW2. In this case, the user switch-
es the switch SW2 to direct the network connection port
111 to output the image data DIM or the Ethernet network
data DETH. In one embodiment, the switch SW2 is dis-
posed outside of the case for users to switch. In other
embodiments, the selection signals SSEL1 and SSEL2 are
provided by a basic input/output system (BIOS). In this
case, the user selects the options of the BIOS to select
the source of the image data DIM and the source of the
output data SO. The BIOS generates the selection signal
SSEL1 and SSEL2 according to the selected option. In one
embodiment, the motherboard 110 further comprises a
network chip 116. The network chip 116 is configured to
generate the Ethernet network data DETH.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of another exem-
plary embodiment of the motherboard, according to var-
ious aspects of the present disclosure. FIG. 2 is similar
to FIG.1 exception that the motherboard 210 of FIG. 2
further comprises a slot 220. The slot 220 is configured
to accommodate a VGA card 230. The VGA card 230
comprises an image processing chip 231 and an image
output port 232. The image processing chip 231 is con-
figured to generate an image signal IMD. When a trans-
mission cable 240 is coupled between the image trans-

mission port 112 and the image output port 232, the im-
age transmission port 112 receives the image signal IMD
via the transmission cable 240. In this case, the image
transmission port 112 uses the image signal IMD as the
external image signal IME and provides the image signal
IMD to the switching circuit 114.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another exem-
plary embodiment of a motherboard, according to various
aspects of the present disclosure. FIG. 3 is similar to FIG.
2 exception that no an on-board VGA card is on the moth-
erboard 310. Since there is a single image source (i.e.,
the image transmission port 112) on the motherboard
310, no switching circuit is disposed on the motherboard
310. In this case, the image transmission port 112 re-
ceives the image signal IMD via the transmission cable
240, uses the image signal IMD as the image data DIM
and provides the image signal IMD to the control circuit
115. In other embodiments, when the transmission cable
240 is coupled between an electronic device (not shown)
and the image transmission port 112, the image trans-
mission port 112 uses the image signal provided by the
electronic device as the image data DIM.
[0025] In this embodiment, the motherboard 310 fur-
ther comprises a signal enhancement circuit 320. The
signal enhancement circuit 320 is configured to enhance
the image data DIM and generates an enhanced data
DEIM. In this case, the control circuit 115 uses the en-
hanced data DEIM or the Ethernet network data DETH as
the output data SO according to the selection signal
SSEL2. The image data DIM has been enhanced. When
the output data SO is transmitted to a remote electronic
device, even if the distance between the motherboard
310 and the remote electronic device is 50 meters or 100
meters, the motherboard 310 can stably transmit the out-
put data SO and maintain the integrality of the output
data SO.
[0026] In one embodiment, the signal enhancement
circuit 320 is a re-driver or a retime. In other embodi-
ments, the signal enhancement circuit 320 can be applied
to FIG. 1 or FIG. 2 to enhance the image data DIM.
[0027] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another exem-
plary embodiment of the operating system, according to
various aspects of the present disclosure. The operating
system 400 comprises a motherboard 410 and an elec-
tronic device 420. The motherboard 410 is similar to the
motherboard 110 shown in FIG. 1, exception that the
motherboard 410 of FIG. 4 comprises two network con-
nection ports 411 and 412.
[0028] In this embodiment, at least one of the network
connection ports 411 and 412 is a common connection
port. The common connection port is capable of output-
ting network data and the image data. when the mother-
board 410 operates in a first mode, the network connec-
tion port 411 outputs the Ethernet network data DETH.
When the motherboard 410 operates in a second mode,
the network connection port 411 outputs the image data
DDIM. At this time, the network connection port 412 out-
puts control data DCIM. In other embodiments, the moth-
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erboard 410 may further comprise a third network con-
nection port (not shown) configured to only output the
Ethernet network data DETH. In this case, the third net-
work connection port does not output image data.
[0029] In this embodiment, the data format of the Eth-
ernet network data DETH transmitted by the network con-
nection port 411 is the same as the data format of the
image data DDIM. In one embodiment, the data formats
of the Ethernet network data DETH and the image data
DDIM match a network transmission format. In another
embodiment, each of the Ethernet network data DETH
and the image data DDIM comprises four pairs of differ-
ential signals.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 4, the operating system 400
further comprises network cables 430 and 440. The net-
work cable 430 is coupled between the network connec-
tion port 411 and the electronic device 420 to transmit
the image data DDIM and the Ethernet network data
DETH. The network cable 440 is coupled between the
network connection port 412 and the electronic device
420 to transmit the control data DCIM.
[0031] For example, when the electronic device 420 is
a server 421, the motherboard 410 operates in a first
operation mode. In this mode, the network connection
port 411 outputs the Ethernet network data DETH. There-
fore, the server 421 receives the Ethernet network data
DETH via the network cable 430. In another embodiment,
when the electronic device 420 is a projector 422, the
network connection port 411 outputs the image data
DDIM. Therefore, the projector 422 receives the image
data DDIM via the network cable 430. At this time, the
network connection port 412 outputs the control data
DCIM. Therefore, the projector 422 receives the control
data DCIM via the network cable 440. The projector 422
displays an image according to the image data DDIM and
the control data DCIM. In this case, the projector 422 has
a receiver 423. The receiver 423 transforms the data for-
mats of the image data DDIM and the control data DCIM
from a network transmission format into an image trans-
mission format. Then, the projector 422 display an image
according to the transformed result of the receiver 423.
The receiver 423 may be integrated into the projector. In
other embodiments, the receiver 423 is independently
disposed outside of the projector 422. In this case, the
receiver 423 connects the projector 422 via an image
transmission cable (not shown).
[0032] In this embodiment, the motherboard 410 fur-
ther comprises an image transmission port 413, a switch-
ing circuit 414, an on-board VGA card 415, a control cir-
cuit 416 and a slot 417. The image transmission port 413
is configured to receive an external image signal IME. In
this embodiment, the external image signal IME is pro-
vided from the VGA card 460. Since the features of the
image transmission port 413, the slot 417 and the VGA
card 460 are the same as the features of the image trans-
mission port 112, the slot 220 and the VGA card 230
shown FIG. 2, the descriptions of the features of the im-
age transmission port 413, the slot 417 and the VGA card

460 are omitted.
[0033] The switching circuit 414 selects the source of
the image data according to the selection signal SSEL1.
In one embodiment, the switching circuit 414 selects the
external image signal IME according to the selection sig-
nal SSEL1. In this case, the switching circuit 414 uses the
differential component of the external image signal IME
as the image data DDIM and provides the image data
DDIM to the control circuit 416. Furthermore, the switch-
ing circuit 414 uses the control component of the external
image signal IME as the control data DCIM and provides
the control data DCIM to the network connection port 412.
In another embodiment, the switching circuit 414 selects
the internal image signal IMI according to the selection
signal SSEL1. In this case, the switching circuit 414 uses
the differential component of the internal image signal
IMI as the image data DDIM and provides the image data
DDIM to the control circuit 416. Additionally, the switching
circuit 414 uses the control component of the internal
image signal IMI as the control data DCIM and provides
the control data DCIM to the network connection port 412.
[0034] Assume that each of the internal image signal
IMI and the external image signal IME is a HDMI image
signal. The HDMI image signal has differential compo-
nents, such as DATA0+/-, DATA1+/-, DATA2+/- and
CLK+/- and control components, such as CED/DDC,
SLC/SDA, +5V, and Hot Plug. In this case, the switching
circuit 414 uses the differential components DATA0+/-,
DATA1+/-, DATA2+/- and CLK+/- as the image data
DDIM and uses the control components CED/DDC,
SLC/SDA, +5V, and Hot Plug as the control data DCIM.
[0035] In other embodiments, the control data DCIM is
provided by the control circuit 416. In this case, the control
data DCIM is pre-stored in the control circuit 416. When
the user directs the network connection port 411 to output
the image data DDIM, the control circuit 416 outputs the
predetermined control data DCIM to the network connec-
tion port 412.
[0036] In some embodiments, the control circuit 416
outputs the predetermined control data DCIM to the image
transmission port 413 or the on-board VGA card 415 to
set the control component of the external image signal
IME or the internal image signal IMI. For example, when
the switching circuit 414 selects and outputs the external
image signal IME, the control circuit 416 provides the con-
trol data DCIM to the image transmission port 413. In this
case, the image transmission port 413 provides the con-
trol data DCIM to the VGA card 460 via the transmission
cable 450. The VGA card 460 adjusts the external image
signal IME according to the control data DCIM. In another
embodiment, when the switching circuit 414 selects and
outputs the internal image signal IMI, the control circuit
416 provides the control data DCIM to the on-board VGA
card 415. In this case, the on-board VGA card 415 may
adjust the internal image signal IMI according to the con-
trol data DCIM. In other embodiments, the signal en-
hancement circuit 320 can be applied in FIG. 4. In such
cases, the signal enhancement circuit 320 is configured
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to amplify the image data DDIM and then provides the
amplified result to the control circuit 416.
[0037] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary
embodiment of the receiver 123, according to various
aspects of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 5,
the receiver 123 comprises a network connection port
510, an image transmission port 520, and a signal proc-
essor 530. The network connection port 510 is configured
to receive the output data SO from the motherboard. In
this embodiment, the output data SO is the image data
DIM. The signal processor 530 transforms the format of
the image data DIM from a network transmission format
into an image transmission format and generate image
data DHD. In this embodiment, the image data DHD
matches the HDMI standard. The image transmission
port 520 is configured to transmits the image data DHD.
[0038] In this embodiment, the signal processor 530
comprises a signal enhancement circuit (not shown) to
enhance the image data DHD and generate enhanced
data DHDE. In this case, the image transmission port 520
outputs the enhanced data DHDE. In one embodiment,
the signal enhancement circuit is a re-driver or a retime.
[0039] In other embodiments, the receiver 123 further
comprises a power jack 540. The power jack 540 is con-
figured to receive an external power PWE and provides
the external power PWE to the signal processor 530. In
one embodiment, the external power PWE is a DC power.
[0040] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another exem-
plary embodiment of the receiver 423, according to var-
ious aspects of the present disclosure. The receiver 423
comprises network connection ports 610, 650, an image
transmission port 620, a signal processor 630 and a pow-
er jack 640. The network connection port 610 receives
the image data DDIM. The network connection port 650
receives the control data DCIM. The signal processor 630
processes the image data DDIM and the control data
DCIM to generate the image data DHD that matches the
HDMI standard. The image transmission port 620 is con-
figured to output the image data DHD. In other embodi-
ments, the signal processor 630 comprises a signal en-
hancement circuit (not shown). The signal enhancement
circuit is configured to enhance the image data DHD to
generate the enhanced data DHDE. In this case, the im-
age transmission port 620 outputs the enhanced data
DHDE.
[0041] In other embodiments, the receiver 423 further
comprises a power jack 640. The power jack 640 is con-
figured to receive external power PWE and provides the
external power PWE to the signal processor 630. In one
embodiment, the external power PWE is a DC power, but
the disclosure is not limited thereto. In some embodi-
ments, the external power PWE is an AC power. In this
case, the signal processor 630 may comprise a power
converter (not shown). The power converter is configured
to convert the AC power into a DC power. The power
converter may provide the DC power to other elements
of the signal processor 630.
[0042] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including

technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same
meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary
skill in the art to which this invention belongs. It will be
further understood that terms, such as those defined in
commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as
having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning
in the context of the relevant art and will not be interpreted
in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly
so defined herein.
[0043] While the invention has been described by way
of example and in terms of the preferred embodiments,
it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to
the disclosed embodiments. On the contrary, it is intend-
ed to cover various modifications and similar arrange-
ments (as would be apparent to those skilled in the art).
For example, it should be understood that the system,
device and method may be realized in software, hard-
ware, firmware, or any combination thereof. Therefore,
the scope of the appended claims should be accorded
the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such
modifications and similar arrangements.

Claims

1. A motherboard capable of outputting image data,
comprising:

an image transmission port configured to re-
ceive an external image signal;
an on-board video graphics array (VGA) card
configured to provide an internal image signal;
a switching circuit selectively using the external
image signal or the internal image signal as the
image data;
a control circuit selectively using the image data
or Ethernet network data as output data; and
a first network connection port configured to
transmit the output data.

2. The motherboard as claimed in claim 1, wherein the
switching circuit uses a differential component of the
external image data or a differential component of
the internal image data as the image data.

3. The motherboard as claimed in claim 1 or 2, further
comprising:

a second network connection port configured to
transmit control data,
wherein the switching circuit uses a control com-
ponent of the external image signal or a control
component of the internal image signal as the
control data.

4. The motherboard as claimed in any one of the pre-
vious claims, wherein the control circuit sets a control
component of the external image signal or a control
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component of the internal image signal.

5. A motherboard capable of outputting image data,
comprising:

an image transmission port configured to re-
ceive an external image signal;
a control circuit selectively using the external im-
age signal or an Ethernet network signal as an
output signal; and
a first network connection port configured to
transmit the output signal.

6. The motherboard as claimed in any one of the pre-
vious claims, wherein the image transmission port
is a high-definition multimedia interface (HDMI) port
or a digital visual interface (DVI) port.

7. The motherboard as claimed in any one of the pre-
vious claims, further comprising:

a slot configured to accommodate a VGA card,
wherein the VGA card comprises an image
processing chip and an image output port, and
the image processing chip is configured to gen-
erate an image signal,
wherein in response to a transmission cable be-
ing coupled between the image transmission
port and the image output port, the image signal
serves as the external image signal.

8. The motherboard as claimed in any one of the pre-
vious claims, further comprising:

a signal enhancement circuit configured to en-
hance the image data and generate enhanced
data,
wherein the control circuit uses the enhanced
data as the output data.

9. The motherboard as claimed in claim 8, wherein the
control circuit uses a differential component of the
external image signal as the image data.

10. The motherboard as claimed in claim 9, further com-
prising:

a second network connection port configured to
transmit control data,
wherein the control circuit uses a control com-
ponent of the external image signal as the con-
trol data.

11. The motherboard as claimed in any one of the pre-
vious of the previous claims, wherein the control cir-
cuit sets a control component of the external image
signal.

12. An operating system comprising:

a motherboard as claimed in any one of claims
1 to 7;
a network cable coupled to the first network con-
nection port;
a receiver receiving the output data via the net-
work cable and comprising:

a network connection port configured to re-
ceive the output data;
a signal processor enhancing the output da-
ta to generate enhanced data; and
an image transmission port configured to
output the enhanced data; and a display de-
vice coupled to the image transmission port
to receive the
enhanced data and display an image ac-
cording to the enhanced data.

13. An operating system comprising:

a motherboard as claimed in any one of claim 8
to 10;
a network cable coupled to the first network con-
nection port;
a receiver receiving the output data via the net-
work cable and comprising:

an input port configured to receive the out-
put data;
a signal processor enhancing the output da-
ta to generate enhanced data; and
an output port configured to output the en-
hanced data; and

a display device coupled to the output port to
receive the enhanced data and display an image
according to the enhanced data.

14. The operating system as claimed in claim 13 or 12,
wherein the receiver is integrated into the display
device.

15. The operating system as claimed in any one of claims
12 to 14, further comprising:
a power jack configured to receive external power
and supply power to the signal processor.
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